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Abstract 

This paper examines the effects of social media and traditional media kit promotion for a small, 

niche band through the lenses of the Media Richness Theory and the Elaboration Likelihood 

Model. With smaller bands, there can be a disconnect between the band and its fans. Through 

this research, the researchers sought to learn how to reach their target audience effectively, and 

how to present the band to a label or agent. The results will come from social media analytics 

and feedback from booking agents, band managers and public relations individuals. The overall 

findings from the media kit feedback support the idea that media kits are outdated in some 

industries without the use of an additional online package. Social media analytics proved the 

daily postings and engagement with fans on Facebook caused a greater amount of traffic to the 

band’s page. The overall findings of utilizing a Facebook page for this niche band support the 

notion that driving more content and conversation on the page will create loyalty, awareness and 

promotion for a band.  
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Introduction 

A band with such a specific sound faces challenges when it comes to marketing and 

appealing to record labels or agents. Roman Street reported issues with advertising to their 

demographic and has been unable to get signed by a label or agent despite their popularity. The 

problem then becomes how to reach their target audience effectively, and how to present the 

band to a label or agent. Independent Music Promotions is a music PR and marketing company 

whose motto is “creating successful marketing promotion campaigns for ‘music with depth’ 

artists worldwide.” The company’s creator, Steve James Moore, is a leader in the industry and 

the author of “Your Band is a Virus.” Their goal is to help promote new artists from around the 

world and from all genres of music. They explain how successful music promotion works when 

other people are talking about the band and its music, rather than the band talking about itself. 

“Artists with high amounts of press and publicity are seen as professionals in the industry” 

(Independent Music Promotions, 2015). The goal of these PR and marketing professionals then 

becomes to “fill a much needed void for independent artists” (Independent Music Promotions, 

2015). Attracting a label or agent and/or having a publicist is an important step in the band 

promotion process. With outside help, band promotion becomes a much simpler task. 

Rationale and Purpose 

This research is worthy of studying because marketing for a niche band faces many 

obstacles. Through implementation of a social media campaign, we sought to engage with 

current and new fans to create a more active and expansive population. Through the creation of a 

traditional media kit and ideas for development of an already established electronic press kit 

(EPK), we hope to attract agents and labels. This media kit and EPK will function together as an 

appealing compilation of the band’s work in attempts to spark interest with the media, festival 
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coordinators, and other potential job opportunities. The goal of this project is to assist Roman 

Street in understanding the ways they need to advertise to their fans and to agents or labels. 

Theoretical underpinning 

 The students will conduct the research though the lenses of two theories. The social 

media campaign aspect of the project will focus on Media Richness theory, and the media kit 

portion of the project will be reviewed through the Elaboration Likelihood Model. 

Questions  

Through this research, the students are answering two questions: With a niche band that 

has a specific target audience, can a social media campaign be an effective form of advertising? 

For that same band, are media kits a more effective presence in the office of a label or agent than 

a demo standing alone? 

Literature Review 

This research will examine methods of band promotion through the use of a social media 

campaign and the use of a traditional media kit. 

Band Promotion through Social Media 

The term social media refers to digital technologies that allow people to connect, interact, 

produce and share content. These media forms vary in nature and purpose and include blogs, 

microblogging sites such as Twitter, wikis, social networking websites like Facebook, and video 

and photo sharing sites such as YouTube and Instagram. Social media are considered distinct 

from traditional media because social media are based on user-generated content and the cost of 

creating and disseminating the content are either free or relatively inexpensive (Dainton & 

Zelley, 2015). Glenn Peoples, senior editorial analyst at Billboard magazine, says that, “social 

media never sleeps, and good social media management requires constant attention, planning, 
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coordination and communication” (Peoples, 2013, p.30). Social media managing and social 

media campaigning absolutely demand passion and creativity- not to mention an ability to 

combine content with an advertising strategy, while also measuring results religiously (Peoples, 

2013). “You really have to be strategic about how you talk, what you say. Posting once a day or 

week is not enough” Peoples explains (2013, p. 30). Ultimately, the objective is to generate 

increased awareness of a brand. Brands can increase awareness using social media campaigns by 

maintaining an active presence in the social spaces where target consumers and listener “live” 

(Solomon & Tuten, 2014).  

New media content is starting to displace traditional media in terms of the way 

consumers learn about products and services, and even how they consume them. The music 

industry is a bellwether for this revolution, where social media are increasingly used for sharing 

information about musicians, their new music and upcoming concerts. With the arrival of social 

media, people have many alternatives for discovering new artists, sharing recommendations, and 

consuming music (Dewan & Ramaprasad, 2014). There is essentially a domino effect that occurs 

on social networks that lets bands cultivate followings without depending on such traditional 

outlets as radio to promote their material. For each new fan that discovers the music and shares it 

with their network, bands see their audiences widen. When this happens rapidly and consistently 

across networks, it is a telling sign that an act is engaging an audience and will make ripples in 

the industry (Peoples, 2013). 

Surveys suggest that consumers are increasingly relying on social media to learn about 

unfamiliar brands, however, practitioners recognize that a large number of “likes” does not 

necessarily translate into meaningful outcomes (Naylor, Lamberton, & West, 2012). Given that 

consumers increasingly look to social media to form opinions about unfamiliar brands, the key to 
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success becomes the vital decision of what information to post, when, in what way and very 

importantly, the evaluation of content. 

Media richness, then, refers to the information-carrying capacity of the medium, meaning 

there must be a focus on the choices a communicator makes about the proper channel for 

disseminating particular messages. Media richness theory, developed by Daft and Lengel (1984), 

recognizes that as new communication technologies develop, the decision about the best way to 

send a message becomes more complex (Dainton et al., 2015). On what media platform should a 

media manager choose to post and host the brand of the product or service?  

A face-to-face interaction is considered the most “rich” medium, while social networking 

and interactive websites are said to be second in richness (Dainton & Zelley, 2015). The main 

idea of the theory is that the medium should match the message. The second major consideration 

is the nature of the message that needs to be sent. The goal of communication is, of course, 

understanding. Ambiguous messages are those that run a great risk of being misunderstood by 

the receiver of the attempted communication. The more ambiguous the message, the richer the 

medium should be in communicating that message. In such an instance as a social media 

campaign, where the goal is to increase brand awareness, there are differing cultures related to 

the preferred ways of communication. However, scholars have found that above and beyond 

such variations, there are objective differences in the ability of various communication channels 

to communicate particular types of messages (Lengel & Daft, 1987). As such, a skilled 

communicator need be consciously considering media richness in the communication process, 

particularly through social media communication. 
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Band Promotion through a Traditional Media Kit 

A press kit’s main goal is to represent the band as much and as straightforwardly as 

possible. It is important to remember to be creative with a media kit, because it needs to stand 

out in the mind of the label, agent or media personnel that are reviewing it. The same advice 

applies to the website and any promotional posters or tools used by the band. When assembling a 

media kit, it is important to include all the parts: cover letter, biography, photographs, press 

releases or news clippings and, of course, music samples (Blacklock, 2005).  

Including a cover letter in a media kit is a way to personalize a more general package of 

information. This shows the label or agent that the band is interested in them. The band is paying 

attention to who it wants to be its representation. That label or agent knows they received the 

media kit for a reason, not just randomly (Creating your own, 2000). 

The band’s biography tells the label or agent who the band is and what it stands for 

(Blacklock, 2005). It is important for the agent to get a feel for who the band members are from 

the media kit because they might not get to meet them at first. The people are who make the band 

what it is. The members have a direction and a vision; they started playing music for a reason, 

and they love it. Knowing their story is a part of what makes that band unique and important. In 

the biography, descriptions of how the band started, who plays what instrument or has what role, 

and the band’s sound all have their place (Blacklock, 2005). This is where the band sells 

themselves as a group. The biography should also include previous work and albums and 

previous or standing gigs. 

Photography is an easy way to show, rather than tell, who the band is (Blacklock, 2005). 

A band has a look that makes up part of who it is. The members have fun playing together, 

which you can’t see through a demo. Having high quality photography is important in order to 
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present a band in the best possible light. This does not mean that a band needs to spend large 

amounts of money on a photographer, but it does need to use a good quality camera. It is 

necessary to check the requirements for where the band plans to send their media kits. Some 

labels or agents will only accept electronic submissions. Others prefer actual copies of the photos 

within the kit. 

A label or agent wants to see that the band is putting itself out there and working. Any 

positive reviews or press clippings available should be included in a short format (Blacklock, 

2005). One page of quotes or press coverage will show an agent that the band has fans or is 

growing in popularity. If the band has been nowhere and done nothing, the label won’t be 

interested. Include press releases for upcoming shows or events 

There are two good ways to send music samples in a press kit. Include a CD with a few 

of the band’s best or favorite songs and a song list (Blacklock, 2005). Not all agents or labels 

will look further than what is in front of them; so, including a hard copy in the media kit makes it 

very convenient. Supplement that CD with a link to the band’s website or electronic press kit. 

There, the band can have more or all of their music available. Do research on the specific label or 

agent the band is looking to attract to see what format they prefer. 

The packaging is just as important as the content (Blacklock, 2005). It is imperative for 

the media kit to look professional. The media kit functions as the band at first. If it is not 

professionally made, the label or agent won’t give it the time of day. Music labels and agents are 

constantly receiving information from bands, so it is important to not waste their time (Andrew, 

2008). Make it easy and appealing for them, and they will review the information. 
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While all of these parts should be present, it is just as important to be brief. No label or 

agent is going to sit and spend an excessive amount of time looking through any press kit. Get all 

of the information in the folder, but do it concisely (Vanslack, 2007). 

After the initial sending of the press kit, it is important to follow up. Calling to make sure 

the label received the kit is the first step. The band needs to stay in touch with the label to keep 

them up to date, and email is a good way to do that (Andrew, 2008). Creating an email 

newsletter is an easy way for a band to reach fans and labels alike in order to inform about 

upcoming shows or album releases. 

Through studies done by John Cacioppo and Richard Petty (1979), it was found that 

“subjects would agree more with the pro- than with the counterattitudinal advocacy and 

repetition would lead to increasing, then decreasing with the advocacy” (p. 100). This means that 

when an advertisement has a positive message and is repeated, consumers are more likely to 

respond positively. This study led them to develop the Elaboration Likelihood Model theory, 

which explains, “targets of persuasive messages use mental processes of motivation and 

reasoning (or lack thereof) to accept or reject persuasive messages” (Dainton & Zelley, 2015, 

p.119). Branding and media kits use the central route of persuasion. This means that the 

consumer (label or agent) is given all the information needed in order to make an informed 

decision. There is nothing left out of the equation. The goal of a centrally routed message is to 

motivate in order to create long-term change through strong arguments, a wealth of information, 

and repetition (Dainton et al., 2015,). 

Timeline: Strategies and Execution  

 Nine weeks out from the given project deadline, students met with the client, Roman 

Street, to discuss and agree upon proper logistics and expected deliverables. Roman Street was 
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given a proposal outlining expectations and deliverables clearly (see appendix A). Eight weeks 

out from the deadline, the team met with the second advisor for the first time. Within this 

meeting, the group discussed all aspects of the project and what will be completed. Seven weeks 

out, the group continued to research and lay foundation for the media kit, social media campaign 

and the final paper. The timeline was assembled and the photo shoot of the client was completed 

six weeks out from deadline.  Next, the group continued with the integrated media campaign and 

created a fresh media kit, which was later to be delivered to potential agents. Four weeks out 

from the deadline, the social media director continued the integrated media campaigning, which 

was continued through the rest of the month for the client. Three weeks from the deadline, the 

media kit coordinator continued editing and finalizing the media kit. Two weeks from the given 

due date, the team finished up the last week of social media and began analytics. The media kit 

coordinator completed the media kit and sent out to booking agents, band managers and public 

relations professionals, in hopes of obtaining feedback (see appendix F). The group also intended 

on hosting a virtual concert for fans across the country, which would have been promoted 

throughout the month on social media. Due to the band’s tour schedule to California throughout 

the month, the team was unable to coordinate this virtual concert. One week before deadline, the 

team received feedback from those whom they sent media kits (see appendices H, I, J and K). 

The project planners received social media analytics and drew conclusions, while determining 

success. Lastly, the team finished the final paper and prepared for the presentation in which they 

explained the findings through the project. 

 The original Facebook analytics of Roman Street provided the demographics in which the 

project planners were able to target for the integrated marketing campaign. The audience 
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includes men and women, ranging from the ages of 25-64. These individuals are typically 

middle-class, from the United States, from Alabama or Southern states.  

 The key individuals for the project to be a success included the following: The intended 

audience, as described above, was the target demographic in which the project planners aimed to 

communicate with throughout the project timeline. While the group intended to reach current 

fans, they also aimed to gain new fans of the band, labels and agents. Roman Street, of course is 

a key duo as they are the client the group is working for throughout this project. Patty 

Thompson, current manager of the band, was another reference. Lastly, Sami Maurer, graphic 

designer, designed a logo for the team to be used in desired areas such as presentations. 

 Tools for the social media campaign included: Facebook, Facebook analytics and Google 

Applications. Tools for the media kit production included: Creative Cloud programs and 

Microsoft Office. The Stageit show called for video and audio equipment, and the project 

planners elicited Catt Sirten’s help along with equipment from the IMC. Though the Stageit 

performance did not occur, the team had all the necessary contacts ready in the event the band 

was able to follow through. The project planners attempted to hire Mike Short as a photographer 

in order for the band to have fresh, new photos to use in their social media and media kit. He was 

to provide the necessary equipment. Short would utilize a professional camera, tripod and special 

lighting. The project planners trusted Short’s work as both have seen his photography skills in 

action at previous events. Short is a professional whom we anticipated would perform as such. 

Short was unable to attend the photo shoot, with short notice to the project planners. The project 

planner was able to stand in and take a multitude of photos, which were used successfully for the 

media kit as well as social media. 
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Possible problems with the project began with communication delays with the band. It is 

not always easy working with and getting what you need from a client. It is important that the 

project planners remind the band when we need its help or need something from it. The planners 

need to make sure they receive all materials they need from them. The team needs to make 

expectations very clear. 

  A second problem could have come from weather. Originally, Roman Street wanted to 

have the photo shoot outside, but a new location, indoors, was chosen. Fortunately, the project 

planners did not have to reschedule the photo shoot, however, there was a plan if needed. 

Another problem was that Mike Short cancelled last minute. The project planners planned to take 

the role as photographers in this case. Kristen took photos using a Nikon D3200, Nikon DX 18-

55mm lens and a tripod. This was her own equipment. Hannah took photos from behind the 

scenes using an iPhone 6. 

  A third potential problem could have been with audio or video equipment used to film the 

Stageit event. To try to prevent this from becoming an issue, the team would have had Catt 

Sirten on hand. This show was to be a preliminary trial run for online shows for Roman Street, 

but the team planned for it to run as smoothly as possible. This did not become a problem, but it 

turned into a different one. The band’s schedule was fuller than both the band and the project 

planners realized. The planners organized the event, but it did not take place. 

  At the end of this project, the team completed a social media campaign, a media kit and a 

photo shoot. The results from the procedure came from social media analytics and media kit 

feedback. The team reviewed the social media analytics from the time of the campaign to see 

how effective social media advertising is for the Roman Street fans and demographics. The 

planners will review unique visits and analytics to indicate whether or not the campaign seemed 
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to create more traction on the platforms utilized. They also viewed additional page ‘likes’ and 

views to analyze the effectiveness. Fan reach is another analytic the team measured. A fan reach 

is simply the number of fans of the page who have seen any given post. It is an organic reach, 

meaning that it only records the views that occurred directly, not through an action of a friend of 

a fan. Engagement, the number of people who clicked anywhere in a post, including liking, 

commenting and sharing and people who have viewed or clicked on links and photos, is another 

metric the team has reviewed and analyzed. Engagement also included fans that have clicked on 

a commenter’s name, liked a comment or clicked on the Roman Street page name. This is the 

most important metric to know after your reach metric because it shows how many people have 

potentially seen content; engagement is the number of fans who have actually interacted with the 

team’s content. The team also sent the media kit to professionals for review, to decide if it will 

be an appropriate form to get the band signed or noticed by a label or agent. It will also be useful 

for use with the press, media, festivals etc. 

Results 

Social Media 

 The work of social media, specifically Facebook, was extremely effective in creating 

brand awareness, engaging with fans and promoting concerts and shows. Due to the massive 

figures of active Facebook users, all businesses, irrespective of their size, should be using social 

media networks for marketing their brand, product or service. The team decided to avoid 

multiple social media platforms and focus on branding with Facebook, alone. According to 

Facebook’s company website, the mission of this particular social media outlet is to give people 

the power to share and make the world more open and connected. People use Facebook to stay 

connected with family and friends, to discover what is going on in the world, and to share and 
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express what matters to them. Facebook reports that demographics are shifting, as the social 

network site saw a particularly strong growth in the 55-and-up age group (Facebook, 2015). With 

over 1 billion daily active users on an average day, many of whom make up Roman Street’s 

target demographic, this was the best option for reaching fans. The social media analytics (see 

appendix G) clearly support the notion that when utilizing, sharing and posting updated content, 

fans will engage and support the brand. The photo shoot for Roman Street (see appendix C) 

aided the social media content in helping to put faces to the band. These photos, used in 

promoting concerts and recognizing specific band members (see appendix D) affected more than 

just the band’s follower count. The social media campaign strengthened relationships with fans 

and helped extend social reach and gain a better understanding of the target audience. Social 

media works as a dialogue, so engagement is crucial for any social media campaign to be 

deemed successful. Creating this conversation, while providing enticing photographs and 

content, helped make this conversation easy and inviting for fans in hopes their support will 

bring them out to a show, purchase the band’s music, and share the brand with others. The 

growth of likes, reaches and engagement of Roman Street’s page was astonishing. Over the 

course of just four weeks, the page gained 71 new page likes, over ten posts reached more than 2 

thousand fans, and engagement on each post reached over one hundred fans on average. The 

overall findings definitely agree with the notion that all brands, niche or not, should maintain an 

online presence through social media. 

Traditional Media Kit 

 The media kit created for Roman Street was photographed, and the documents and 

photographs were put into a Google Drive folder. The folder was sent to a list of 11 booking 

agents, band managers, public relations professionals, Noah and Josh Thompson of Roman 
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Street and their current booking manager, their mother, Patty Thompson (See appendix I) in an 

email describing the project and asking specific feedback questions (See appendix H). Four of 

the 11 people (Noah and Josh Thompson, one booking agent and one public relations 

professional) replied with feedback, and one replied that they were unable to help at this time. 

The answers to the questions can be found in a table in appendix J. The two public relations 

professionals said they would use (and do use) traditional media kits to promote their clients. The 

booking agent said that he would not use a traditional media kit without an electronic 

supplement. Roman Street said they would most likely not use a traditional media kit because 

they felt they do not have a place in the music industry. The overall findings support the idea that 

media kits are outdated in some industries without the use of an additional online package. 

Conclusion 

Smaller, niche bands find difficulty in raising awareness and gaining new fans of specific 

types of music. It is through the use of a social media campaign and a freshly developed media 

kit paired with an EPK that a band can build a stronger following and create potential new 

relationships with agents and labels. 

The Media Richness Theory describes how and why some media are best at 

communicating messages. Secondly, the Elaboration Likelihood Model theory explains that 

targets of persuasive messages use a mental process of motivation and reasoning to accept or 

reject a message. In keeping such theories in mind, this project will provide strategic ways of 

creating positive and effective engagements with the target market with whom the group is trying 

to reach. 

Overall, the results of this project were to create a greater awareness and following of the 

band, while gaining fans, increasing crowd size and album sales, and ultimately creating a larger 
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fan base as well as attempts to reach potential labels and agents.  The goal of this project was to 

help Roman Street better understand the ways they need to advertise to their fans and to agents 

or labels. 

Ultimately, the social media campaign was successful in creating brand awareness and 

engaging with fans. Facebook is definitely a useful tool for a small niche band to reach its target 

audience. The results of the media kit tell Roman Street that, on its own, a media kit does not 

stand up in the music industry. When paired with an electronic kit, a traditional kit does a much 

better job. 

Reflection 

To really utilize our knowledge and skills we have learned from our time at Spring Hill 

College as well as several internship opportunities, we decided taking on this project with 

Roman Street would be a fantastic way to showcase our abilities. It was also a chance for us to 

get creative, be professional and work toward a goal as a team. Hannah’s ability to craft a media 

kit with enticing wordage and an aesthetic appeal, helped. Kristen’s experience with social media 

and photography allowed for great content and engagement on the band’s Facebook page. These 

skills enhanced the project’s success and indeed created a greater awareness of Roman Street and 

its music. 

Hannah’s feedback from several agents and professionals taught her how marketing and 

promotions is very industry specific. Though our media kit was very attractive and full of useful 

information, it may not have been the right choice for this industry. The public relations 

professionals agreed that the media kit is still something very useful; while those in the music 

industry suggested that this is not something quite as relevant without an online supplement. 
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 Planning the social media calendar with content, concert promotions and photos was helpful in 

understanding what types of posts are useful and when the best time to post might be to receive 

feedback from fans. Kristen learned that by fully engaging with fans, responding to their posts 

and questions, you could create stronger relationships with your fans while gaining loyalty from 

them as well.  

In the event we were able to continue this project longer, the team discussed a few things 

we might change to enhance success. Had time permitted, Kristen would have utilized more 

social media platforms to gain more online traction. Hosting the Stageit show would also have 

been a wonderful experience for both the band and us, and would have been carried out had this 

opportunity lasted longer. 

Brand promotion, we have learned, is not something that is very often studied in a 

scholarly manner. This made our research a bit difficult and perhaps another project for a 

different industry may have created a larger scholarly-based project. 

Overall, we are proud of our success, our creativity and the awareness we produced by 

our media kit and social media campaign. We feel lucky to have had this opportunity to work 

with Roman Street, and are confident that our internships as well as the Spring Hill College 

Communication Arts curriculum guided our success. 
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Appendix A- Roman Street pitch letter 
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Hannah McIntyre and Kristen Meyer 

4000 Dauphin St.  

Mobile, Alabama 36608 

 

Aug. 31, 2015 

Roman Street Band 

Noah and Josh: 

 

Our Senior Seminar project is a capstone experience where we use the skills we learned through 

our classes at Spring Hill College. We conceptualize, research, plan, implement and evaluate an 

applied project where we demonstrate our abilities as communication professionals. 

 

Our project aims to answer two questions: with a niche band that has a specific target audience, 

can a social media campaign be an effective form of advertising? For that same band, are media 

kits a more effective presence in the office of a label or agent than a CD standing alone? 

 

Through our work we will provide the following deliverables: 

 

 A social media campaign that will be evaluated and analyzed for its efficiency and 

engagement 

 We will create a stageit.com account to provide Roman Street a new outlet to reach far 

away fans and labels/agents 

 We will create a traditional media kit, including invitations to stageit.com events, to 

market the band to labels/agents, media organizations, festival or event planners 

 

For all of this to go smoothly, we need your help throughout the process. We will be contacting 

you often, and sometimes will need answers within 24 hours. In order for the social media aspect 

of the project to be effective, we feel that we should have joint control over the accounts, with 

you both, for the time being. 

 

A large aspect of this project is the evaluation step. Social media analytics will be the evaluation 

on that end of the project. The traditional media kits will need to be evaluated first by you, then 

ideally by booking agents or labels. Another option for evaluation would be a publicist or similar 

agency who would create such a kit for a band or business. 

 

Moving forward with your permission, we will monitor the social media and begin work on the 

media kit. After your evaluation, we will seek it from appropriate people. 

 

Thank you for considering this proposal. 

 

Sincerely, 

Hannah McIntyre 

Kristen Meyer 
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Appendix B- Basic communication e-mails 
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Appendix C- Photo Shoot 
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Appendix D- Social Media screen shots 
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Appendix E- Bio information e-mails 
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Appendix F- Media Kit Documents 
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Appendix G- Social Media Analytics 
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Appendix H- Media Kit e-mail 
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Subject: Student seminar project feedback 

 

Hello! 

 

My name is Hannah McIntyre, and I am a senior, Public Relations and Advertising major at 

Spring Hill College in Mobile, Alabama. I am currently working on my capstone experience 

where I am creating a traditional media kit for a niche band to supplement a social media 

campaign.  

 

I am writing to you to ask if you would take some time to review the media kit in the Google 

Drive and answer a few questions so that I can obtain feedback and evaluations for my final 

paper. On some computers, the image on the bios sheet shows lines in the PDF version but not 

when printed. Please note that I am still working on this. 

 

1. Do you like the media kit? Is it aesthetically pleasing? 

2. What would you change about the kit? What would you keep the same? 

3. Is there anything you would add or take out of the kit? 

4. Would you use a traditional media kit to promote your band or client? 

5. Any addition comments or feedback 

 

If you are available to help me, I ask that you respond by Friday November 6th. If you are unable 

to help, I ask that you simply let me know as soon as possible. 

 

If you have any questions at all, please let me know. I really appreciate your help in advance! 

 

Hannah McIntyre 
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Appendix I- Media Kit Feedback options 
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Feedback options: 

 

1. Noah- noah@romanstreet.com 

2. Josh- josh@romanstreet.com 

1. Patty- booking@romanstreet.com 

2. JJPR--- Kelsey@jjpragency.com ,jessica@jjpragency.com  

3. Better Than Ezra- BBecker@wmeentertainment.com 

4. Cowboy mouth – kevin@nstarartists.com 

5. The Orwell’s RF@wmeentertainment.com, danae@grandstandhq.com 

6. Twin peaks ethan@windishagency.com 

7. The Head and The Heart meganh@grandstandhq.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:noah@romanstreet.com
mailto:josh@romanstreet.com
mailto:booking@romanstreet.com
mailto:Kelsey@jjpragency.com
mailto:jessica@jjpragency.com
mailto:BBecker@wmeentertainment.com
mailto:kevin@nstarartists.com
mailto:RF@wmeentertainment.com
mailto:danae@grandstandhq.com
mailto:ethan@windishagency.com
mailto:meganh@grandstandhq.com
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Appendix J- Media Kit Feedback table 
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 Noah and 

Josh 

Thompson 

Kevin Daly Jessica Porterfield Kelsey Johnson Patty Thompson 

Do you like 

the media 

kit? Is it 

aesthetically 

pleasing? 

Yes, however I 

find the 

packaging a 

bit effeminate 

to represent 2 

guys. 

I like it and I 

do find it 

aesthetically 

pleasing. 

Yes, I think it’s very 

simple yet 

sophisticated 

I like it, and it 

seems like the 

items included are 

helpful and 

appropriate. 

No answer 

What would 

you change 

about the 

kit? What 

would you 

keep the 

same? 

Instead of the 

generic 'RS' at 

the top right of 

the pages, I 

would include 

the band's logo 

throughout the 

kit for 

branding and 

consistency 

purposes. 

If the kit is 

also being 

offered on 

line, which I 

would 

recommend, I 

would add 

some active 

links to 

music, video 

and social 

media. 

I think that with 

media kits, it’s most 

important to grab the 

person’s attention, 

which I think this 

does—it makes you 

want to see what is 

inside. The only 

suggestion I would 

have is that you can’t 

initially tell that it is 

for Roman Street, so 

I would maybe make 

a tag or something 

for the outside, so 

that they know at 

first glance. 

It’s a little hard to 

see what all it 

contains from the 

pictures. I would 

suggest adding 

some pictures of 

the (poster?) 

unrolled. I would 

also take the 

album out of the 

plastic for 

pictures. 

No answer 
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Is there 

anything 

you would 

add or take 

out of the 

kit? 

Some of the 

phrasing is a 

bit choppy. 

'We are Noah 

and Josh of 

Roman 

Street...We are 

looking for 

representation.

...We play 

guitar...'. 

If the kit is 

not being 

offered on 

line, I would 

suggest you 

consider 

adding some 

music by 

exploring the 

technology 

behind greeti

ng cards that 

play music. 

See above I would leave out 

the cover letter, 

unless you’re only 

sending this to 

potential 

representation 

contacts. 

No Answer 
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Would you 

use a 

traditional 

media kit to 

promote 

your band 

or client? 

Probably not. 

In past 

experience 

they have 

proved to not 

provide any 

return on time 

or money 

investment. 

However, I'm 

sure some 

industries, and 

some clients 

would benefit 

from a 

traditional 

media kit on a 

very 

circumstantial 

basis. 

I would not. 

Everything is 

digital these 

days. 

Yes, I think it would 

be a good method of 

reaching out. Most of 

the media kits that 

we do are event 

related and go to the 

media, so I don’t 

have as much 

experience sending 

to agents, etc., but I 

imagine it would 

have the same effect 

as it does with the 

media. We always 

have the most luck 

with food when it 

comes to media, but I 

think this media kit is 

attractive, useful and 

attention grabbing, 

which is what you 

want. 

Definitely, we use 

media kits to 

promote a variety 

of clients. 

No answer 
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Any 

additional 

comments 

or 

feedback? 

No answer Keep up the 

good work. 

No answer Your materials 

look great. Very 

well planned and 

executed. I have a 

few thoughts: 

-I would beef up 

the news release 

with a few more 

facts about Roman 

Street to build 

their credibility 

and showcase why 

this story is 

worthy of media 

attention. Consider 

pulling from the 

cover letter some 

of those hard facts, 

for example: 

“Currently, 

Roman Street has 

four recorded 

albums and has 

made it on the 

Apple an iTunes 

charts.” 

-Quotes are 

always great to 

build authenticity 

too. 

-Also, don’t they 

have local roots? 

That’s a great way 

to connect to the 

community and 

give local media 

an instant story. 

The two most 

important things to 

keep in mind when 

pitching a story 

are your audience 

and your call-to-

action.  

Thanks so much 

for all your efforts. 

I love the picture. 

We have needed a 

full band picture 

for a long time. 
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Appendix K- Media Kit Feedback e-mails 
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